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ABSTRACT
Experimental measurements of the average axial velocity vil of the electron
beam within the M.I.T. 140 GHz MW gyrotron have been performed. The
method involves the simultaneous measurement of the radial electrostatic
potential of the electron beam VP and the beam current Ib. Vp is measured
through the use of a capacitive probe installed near or within the gyrotron
cavity, while Ib is measured with a previously installed Rogowski coil. Three
capacitive probes have been designed and built, and two have operated within
the gyrotron. The probe results are repeatable and consistent with theory.
The measurements of v11 and calculations of the corresponding transverse to
longitudinal beam velocity ratio a = v1 /v11 at the cavity have been made at
various gyrotron operation parameters. These measurements will provide
insight into the causes of discrepancies between theoretical rf interaction
efficiencies and experimental efficiencies obtained in experiments with the
M.I.T. 140 GHz MW gyrotron.
The expected values of v11 and a are determined through the use of a
computer code entitled EGUN. EGUN is used to model the cathode and
anode regions of the gyrotron and it computes the trajectories and velocities
of the electrons within the gyrotron. There is good correlation between the
expected and measured values of a at low a, with the expected values from
EGUN often falling within the standard errors of the measured values.
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1. Introduction
The gyrotron is an electron cyclotron resonance maser that operates
throughout the microwave and millimeter wave region and emits coherent
radiation at the electron cyclotron frequency or its harmonics. Gyrotron
oscillators can yield much higher power levels at millimeter wave
frequencies than conventional millimeter wave tubes, producing rf power
levels above 100 kW cw and 1 MW pulsed at the 100-300 GHz range. The
high rf energy produced within the gyrotron is the result of an energy
exchange, within an interaction cavity, between electrons orbiting in a
magnetic field and EM waves with a transverse component of electric field at
the cyclotron frequency. In order to obtain controlled nuclear fusion, high
rf energy in the millimeter wave bands is needed to increase the thermal
energy of the fusion plasma. As a result, gyrotrons are important devices for
the heating of plasmas in controlled nuclear fusion research.
Within a gyrotron, energy is only extracted from the transverse electron
velocity v1 . The rf interaction efficiency is the efficiency of this conversion
of electron orbital energy into rf field energy in the cavity. Therefore, the
critical parameter in gyrotron theory is the transverse to longitudinal
electron velocity ratio a = v1 /v1 . Efficiency generally increases as a
increases. The efficiency of gyrotron oscillators operating in the
fundamental cyclotron mode are inherently in the range of 30% for v > 100
GHz and high power. With efficiency enhancement, the efficiency can
extend above 50%. However, there has been a discrepancy between
theoretical efficiencies and the experimental efficiencies obtained in
experiments with the M.I.T. 140 GHz MW gyrotron. At power levels of 900
kW and a current of 35 A, the largest efficiencies recorded have been 23%.
In earlier experiments, efficiencies of up to 36% were recorded at 200 kW.
For both sets of experiments theory indicates that values of up to 40% should
be possible.
The efficiency of gyrotron oscillators is very sensitive to the electron
velocity components in the beam. Thus it is a major goal of researchers to
make direct experimental measurements of the electron velocity components
without interfering with the beam. These measurements will provide insight
into the causes of the aforementioned efficiency discrepancies and into the
operation of gyrotrons in general. The ratio a has always been an assumed
value, usually between 1 and 2, in gyrotron experiments. This paper reports
the first attempts to measure a within a high-power gyrotron.
The average axial beam velocity v1 of the electron beam within a gyrotron
can be measured through simultaneous measurements of the beam current
and the radial electrostatic potential VP induced by the space charge of the
beam. In our experiments, the beam current Ib is measured by a collector
through the use of a Rogowski Coil. The potential Vp is measured by means
of a coaxial capacitor which encompasses the electron beam traveling along
its center line.
Gyrotron theory and configuration is discussed in Chapter 2 of this paper,
while Chapter 3 is devoted to the discussion of the computation of electron
trajectories in a gyrotron through the use of a computer code named EGUN.
Chapter 4 is a discussion of cylindrical capacitor theory and the measurement
of a through the use of such a capacitor. Chapter 5 is devoted to the designs
of three capacitive velocity probes that have been built and the experimental
results from two of these probes. Chapter 6 compares the a measurements
from one of the probes to the expected values of a provided by EGUN. A
7discussion of experiments to be conducted in the near future, as well as a
conclusion, is found in Chapter 7.
82. Gyrotron Theory
2.1 Gvrotron Configuration
A diagram of the M.I.T. 140 GHz gyrotron and its design parameters
are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 respectively. It has produced a peak power
of 923 kW (total efficiency T = 19%) at 148 GHz with 3 ps beam pulses.
Gyrotrons typically use a magnetron injection gun (MIG), which produces
an annular electron beam with most of the energy in cyclotron motion. The
MIG initially forms a beam with a transverse to longitudinal velocity ratio cX
= v1 /v1 , which is subsequently compressed adiabatically to increase cX to the
desired value in the interaction region. The MIG in the 140 GHz gyrotron is
a double anode design (Fig. 2); the control anode induces the transverse beam
velocity, while the accelerating anode controls the longitudinal beam
velocity.
A strong externally applied magnetic field, supplied by a superconducting
magnet, supports the cyclotron motion of the electrons in the beam. Gun
coils are used to vary the cathode magnetic field Bk, which is an important
parameter in optimizing the operation of the gyrotron. The rf interaction
region (gyrotron cavity) is placed at a point of maximum longitudinal
magnetic field (Fig. 3). The magnetic field in this region must be very stable
and close to uniform so that the cyclotron frequency (or one of its
harmonics) will closely match the frequency of the rf fields in the beam
frame of reference.
The basic gyrotron oscillator is the gyromonotron, which contains a single
cavity (Fig. 4). The electrons travel in a helical path and interact with the
fields near the cavity walls, thus necessitating the annular electron beam. The
9dimensions of the EM structure of the cavity can be many wavelengths in
diameter, since the resonance is due to the electrons in the magnetic field.
For this reason, the gyrotron interaction space can be much larger than that
of a conventional millimeter wave tube's interaction structure, giving the
gyrotron oscillator the capability to develop a much greater power in the
millimeter wave band.
2.2 Electron Motion and Gyrotron Frequency
The equation of motion for an electron of mass m_ moving in an external,
uniform, static magnetic field BO with an initial velocity v and E = 0 is
mea = -ev x BO . (1)
No force is exerted on the electron in the direction of BO. If the electron
moves with a velocity component that is perpendicular to BO, then a force is
applied to the electron by BO, and the electron will move in a circular orbit
with a fixed guiding center. The frequency of this motion of the electron
around the magnetic field is called the cyclotron frequency
eB- (2)
moy
where m0 is the electron rest mass, y is the relativistic factor
1
= (1 - (v/c)2 ) 1/2 , (3)
v is the electron velocity, c is the speed of light and me = moy. Therefore, in
general, the electron trajectory is a helix - a circular orbit perpendicular to
BO with a uniform translation parallel to BO.
The equation of motion for an electron moving through both BO and an
electric field E is
mna = -e(E + v x BO). (4)
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The cyclotron motion is the same as before, but now there is a superimposed
drift of the guiding center. There may also be an acceleration along BO. The
transverse velocity of the electron may be written as
E x BO E1
VjL B0 2  =- , (5)
where E1 is the component of E perpendicular to BO.
The frequency of operation of a gyrotron is approximately
eBO
~= - (1 - 2'/2) , (6)
where $= v/c << 1 and n is an integer. The electromagnetic (rf) frequency, in
Hertz, is given by
fO = 2n (7)
Therefore, the gyrotron's frequency is given by
neB 0 2
fo = 2mo 21-P/2). (8)
The value of the integer n signifies that the rf frequency of the gyrotron is
chosen to be at the nt harmonic of the electron's gyrofrequency.
2.3 rf Interaction Mechanisms and Efficiency
The rf fields in the gyrotron cavity interact with the orbital cyclotron
motion of electrons in the beam and convert the orbital kinetic energy into rf
field energy. This mechanism requires that the electron beam have most of
its energy (i.e., velocity) in a plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. Most of the transverse electron velocity is due to the magnetic
compression produced by the increasing magnetic field leading up to the
cavity. a in this interaction region is typically between 1 and 2 for gyrotrons
that use electron guns with thermionic cathodes.
The simplest beam model that describes the cyclotron interaction in the
absence of space-charge effects involves a single beamlet whose electrons all
have nearly the same guiding center (Fig. 5). The actual beam within the
cyclotron can be built up from an overlapping distribution of many such
beamlets. If the z-axis of our coordinate system is placed along the guiding
center, all of the electrons will initially orbit the z-axis at a constant Larmor
radius
rL- (9)
and will initially be uniformly distributed around the orbit.
Beam energy is converted into rf field energy through a process called
electron bunching. Bunched electrons will give up a large fraction of their
transverse energy to a properly phased rf field. Electron bunching occurs
via two mechanisms, CRM and Weibel, which share a common two step
process:
1) The rf fields bunch the electrons of a single beamlet together in
phase so that they are no longer uniformly distributed around the
orbit. (Fig. 6)
2) The phase bunches are positioned in a phase with respect to the rf
field so that the electrons as a group lose energy to the E-field.
(Fig. 7)
These two steps proceed simultaneously within the gyrotron.
In the CRM mechanism, as each electron gains or loses energy from the
transverse E-field in the waveguide there is a resulting change in y. The
change in y produces a corresponding change in c% (eqn. (2)), which is
opposite for electrons in opposite phases of the orbit. Electrons that lag the
electric field by 7r/2 lose energy and increase in ok, while electrons that lead
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by n/2 will gain energy and decrease in (%. As a result, the electrons will
bunch together at the position of the E-field phase and net energy extraction
will occur.
In the Weibel mechanism, phase bunching is due to the axial movement of
the electrons perpendicular to the cyclotron orbit. The transverse rf B-field
causes this movement in the z-direction due to the -evol x BRF1 term in the
Lorentz force equation:
= -e(E + v x B) . (10)
Electrons that lead the E-field by nt/2 are moved forward in the z-direction,
and therefore move further ahead of the E-field in phase. Electron that lag
by ir/2 are moved backward in the z-direction, and therefore move further
behind the E-field in phase. As a result, the electrons will bunch at a position
that is opposite in phase to the E-field. A slight tuning of the axial magnetic
field will cause the bunch to move forward until it is in phase with the E-
field, thereby allowing net energy extraction to occur.
The lose of energy by the electrons results in an increase in cyclotron
frequency q due to the decrease in y This increase in (o produces more
bunching, and thus produces a feedback effect.
The rf interaction efficiency is the efficiency of conversion of electron
orbital energy into rf field energy in the cavity. There are several design
variables related to the electron gun that strongly affect the rf interaction
efficiency. One variable is the spatial distribution of the electron beam. The
electrons in the beam follow intermixed helical paths about guiding centers
(orbit centers), which are distributed in the transverse plane (Fig. 8). In
order to provide a strong interaction, the guiding centers must be located at
positions where the transverse electric field is strong. For a circular
waveguide mode, a hollow ring distribution pattern of electrons is necessary,
and such a pattern is provided by the electron MIG.
Efficiency is also effected by the velocity spread of the electrons in the
beam. As the electron velocity spread increases, the interaction efficiency
decreases due to reduced electron bunching. The important spread for a
gyrotron is the longitudinal velocity spread Av/v 1 , which is related to the
transverse velocity spread by
Avn 2"v-
--- =1  - (11)
In order to estimate the portion of the spread rising from velocity spreading
mechanisms at the cathode, it is best to work with Av1/v, because this
quantity is approximately conserved during adiabatic compression in a fixed
magnetic field and a low space charge beam. Space-charge forces, which
cause potential depression and spreading of the electron beam, are an
important factor in rf interaction efficiency. In gyrotron oscillators, high
efficiency can be maintained with velocity spreads up to 15-20% in vj.
2.4 Adiabatic Theory
According to adiabatic theory,
v12
= B ~ constant (12)
if the changes in the electromagnetic fields over time and space are small
compared to the cyclotron wavelength. Therefore, under adiabatic
conditions,
= constant (13)
and
2 2
-7 ,0 (14)Bk BO
where subscript k denotes values at an initial position and subscript o denotes
values at a final position. Therefore, by combining eqn. (5) and eqn. (14),
E Bo 1/2
where El is the component of Ek perpendicular to Bk. The ratio BO/Bk is
called the magnetic compression .
Adiabaticity can be violated in several places, the first being the region
between the cathode and the control anode, where the electric field changes
rapidly over a few cyclotron wavelengths. Adiabaticity may also be violated
in the region between the control and accelerating anodes of the gun, where
the electric field changes from primarily transverse in direction to
longitudinal in direction. The adiabatic flow condition can be violated if this
transition region is short compared to the cyclotron wavelength. A slowly
varying transition region in the MIG may help facilitate convergence to a
final design during the computer simulation phase.
The adiabatic condition may be violated if the magnetic field changes too
rapidly over one cyclotron wavelength in the magnetic compression region.
In this region, the transverse energy of the beam is increasing due to the
magnetic compression. This adiabatic condition violation usually only
occurs when the magnetic compression ratio is too high, thereby leading to
magnetic mirroring of the electrons.
The periodic space charge in the beam can also cause a violation of the
adiabatic condition in the magnetic compression region. At the position
along the beam where the orbiting electrons are not fully mixed in phase, a
periodic space charge field is established, which can increase the velocity
spread due to a pumping effect on the beam. This effect can be simulated by a
gun code if the mesh density in the simulation is very fine.
Space charge, which reduces the cathode E-field and therefore reduces a,
is neglected in MIG adiabatic design equations (due to the fact that MIGs
operate in the temperature limited regime well below the space charge limit
of current). In computer simulations, space charge can be accounted for by
increasing the control anode voltage. Space charge effects often invalidate
single particle trajectory theory as an adequate means of describing the
cyclotron interaction.
3. Computer Simulation of Electron Trajectories Within a
Gyrotron
Due to space charge effects and the violations of adiabatic theory, the most
common method to design MIGs and gyrotrons is through the use of a set of
analytic equations to produce an initial design and a particle computer code
to account for these non-ideal effects. The SLAC Electron Trajectory
Program, also known as EGUN, computes the trajectories of electrons in
electrostatic and magnetostatic fields, including the effects of space charge,
self-magnetic fields and relativistic effects. The code was written by W. B.
Herrmannsfeldt and is widely in use. The solution process takes the form of
iteratively solving for the potentials on a mesh, then determining the electron
beam flow until a self-consistant solution is obtained. The solutions have
proven quite reliable in practice. Sample output from the program is shown
in Fig. 9. The program can be run in two coordinate systems; either R and Z
in cylindrical coordinates or X and Y in rectangular coordinates.
A major task for the user of the program is to input the boundary data for
the problem at hand. Two types of boundaries are used: Dirichlet boundaries
are those on which the potential is known, and are used to represent metal
surfaces (such as cathodes and anodes). Neumann boundaries are those on
which the normal derivative of the potential is known (usually zero), and
represent gaps between surfaces. The boundary points are input in reference
to a set of points which form a two-dimensional square mesh spread over the
cross-sectional area of the problem. The finer the mesh is, the greater the
accuracy of the boundary input. Boundary points must be input in sequential
order. The program connects adjacent points and uses a fitting routine to
connect adjacent points that are distant from each other. 'Te potential at each
boundary point is specified by assigning it a potential surface number which
has been predefined to designate a specific potential.
After reading the boundary input, a Poisson's Equation Solver is used to
find the potential at each mesh point within the boundary by using finite
difference equations derived from the boundary conditions. The finer the
mesh is, the greater the accuracy of the potential difference calculations.
Electric fields are determined by differentiating the potential distribution.
External magnetic fields are input in one of three ways:
1) by specifying the field along the Z-axis,
2) by specifying the positions, radii and strengths of a set of ideal
coils, or
3) by using the vector potential output from a magnet design program.
In cylindrical coordinates, the magnetic field is interpreted as an axial field
with radial terms as required by Maxwell's equations. The off-axis fields can
be calculated by a second, fourth or sixth order expansion from the axial
fields or, for the case of a set of ideal coils, by using the appropriate elliptic
functions.
For the purposes of simulating the electron gun within the gyrotron, the
electron trajectories are started assuming temperature limited emission of the
electrons from the cathode. On the first iteration cycle, space charge forces
are calculated from the assumption of paraxial flow. Space charge is
computed as the rays are traced through the program. Electron orbits are
calculated through azimuthal angles, referenced to the Z axis. After the
electron trajectories have been calculated, the program begins the second
iteration by solving Poisson's equation with the space charge from the first
iteration. The electric fields and electron trajectories are calculated once
again. This pattern is repeated for as many iteration cycles as the user
requests (usually until a self-consistant solution is obtained).
4. Cylindrical Capacitor Theory and a Measurement
In general, a cylindrical capacitor consists of two coaxial cylinders of
length 1, the inner cylinder with outer radii a and the outer cylinder with
inner radii b (Fig. 10). Assuming that the capacitor is very long (1 > b), so
that the fringing of the lines of force at the ends of the capacitor can be
ignored, the capacitance is given by
2iwE~xd (16)
C=ln(b/a)
where ic is the dielectric coefficient of the material between the cylinders.
'Te charge contained within the capacitor is
Q(t) = - ex(t)l (17)
where -e is the electron charge and X(t) is the linear charge density (# of
electrons per unit length). This charge induces surface charges of equal
magnitude on the cylindrical conductors, with the surface charge being of
opposing signs on opposing surfaces of the cylinders.
The potential difference Vp(t) induced between the plates of the
cylindrical capacitor is given by
VP(t) - = - ln(b/a) , (18)
which is independent of the capacitor length. This potential difference is
equal to the integral of the radial space charge electric field of the beam,
Er(r,t), from the inner (r=a) conductor to the outer (r=b) conductor of the
capacitor. Thus the aforementioned result for Vp(t) may be verified by
calculating
b
Vp(t)= - JEr(r,t)dr , (19)
a
20
where Gauss' Law taken around a cylindrically symmetric electron beam is
used to calculate Er(r,t).
The beam current flowing through the capacitor is
Ib(t) = -eX(t)v1(t) . (20)
By combining this equation with eqn. (17) and eqn. (18), one finds that the
average axial velocity of the electron beam is
1 1b(t)
v1(t) = CVp(t) (21)
The cylindrical capacitor measures Vp(t), the collector measures Ib(t) and the
capacitance C must be measured independently with a precision capacitance
bridge.
A measurement of the average value of a = vj/v , where v1 is the
transverse velocity component of the electrons, may be obtained as follows.
The relativistic factor y can be written in terms of the beam voltage VO:
VO(kV)
y=l+ 511 (22)
where VO is the potential that the beam has gone through and takes account of
the voltage depression of the beam (see eqn. (31)).
The total velocity of the electron beam = v/c is calculated from
= 2 + 2 = 1 - (l /-2) . (23)
Since Ps1 has been measured by the capacitive probe and y is known, P3, may be
calculated from eqn. (23) and
a- - . (24)
PH vi
5. Capacitive Velocity Probe Designs and
Experimental Results
5.1 Design of Cavity Probe
Three capacitive velocity probes have been built, two of which have been
tested in the M.I.T. 140 GHz gyrotron. The initial probe was built in order
to prove the feasibility of a passive beam diagnostic. It is composed of two
concentric conducting tubes, one brass tube (a = 0.3750") and one copper
tube (b = 0.4375"), each measuring 4.0" in length (Fig. 11). The only
significance in the type of metals that were chosen was their immediate
availability at the desired dimensions. The capacitive velocity probe is held
together by macor endcaps and replaces the interaction cavity (hence 'cavity
probe') within the gyrotron (See Fig. 1).
The outer conductor is grounded through a teflon-coated diagnostic wire
that is soldered to its outer surface, while the inner conductor is allowed to
"float" at a voltage relative to the grounded outer conductor. A teflon-coated
wire is soldered to outer surface of the inner conductor and both diagnostic
wires are brought out through feedthroughs in a flange. Since the gyrotron
is operated at a low pressure of = 10~7 Torr, wires insulated with teflon are
necessary in order to prevent out-gassing. A high voltage probe (Tektronix
Model P6015, 1000 X, 3 pF, 100 MQ) is attached to the diagnostic wire
feedthroughs and used to measure the potential difference VP between the
conductors.
The measured capacitance of the capacitive velocity probe may differ
from the calculated capacitance (eqn. (16)). Contributions to this difference
may include an added capacitance due to the diagnostic wires and a possible
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short across (and capacitive effects of) parts of the macor endcaps that
separate the inner and outer conductors.
5.2 Experimental Results from Cavity Probe
After taking the capacitance of the diagnostic wires into account, the
measured capacitance of the capacitive velocity probe was = 40 pF ± 2 pF,
compared to the calculated capacitance of 36.7 pF. VP ranged between 100 V
and 500 V, depending on the operation parameters of the gyrotron. Errors
in the measurement of VP were = 10% at beam currents below 30 A, where
there was stable velocity probe operation. At beam currents above 30 A,
probe operation became unstable and arcing occasionally occurred, leading
to - 25% error in the measurement of Vp. Errors for a have not been
calculated due to the fact that this initial probe was designed in order to prove
the feasibility of such a diagnostic within a gyrotron. Therefore comparisons
with trends, and not with actual expected values of a, are made.
Measurements of Vp were made at various gun coil currents Ig, control
anode voltages Va, accelerating anode voltages VO and beam currents Ib-
From Fig. 3 it is seen that Va is the voltage of the control anode relative to the
cathode, while VO is the voltage of the accelerating anode relative to the
cathode. In our experiment, the accelerating anode is grounded and the
control anode and the cathode are operated at negative potential. (It is the
potential differences between the cathode and the anodes that is important;
therefore the following values of VO and Va are potential differences with
respect to the cathode). The external magnetic field at the cavity, BO, was set
at values between 5.55 and 5.75 Tesla.
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As 19 is increased, the magnetic field at the cathode Bk is increased,
thereby resulting in a decrease in the magnetic compression BO/Bk. From
eqn. (15), which was derived using adiabatic theory, it is seen that a decrease
in the magnetic compression results in a decrease in v1 . Therefore an
increase in Ig is expected to result in a decrease in a.
Fig. 12 shows a versus Ig for several values of Ib at VO =80 kV and Va=
26 kM. As expected, the measured values of a do indeed decrease with
increasing Ig. a appears to be insensitive to Ib for Ib < 30 A. At Ib = 30 A,
the reason for the failure of the a measurements to correspond with the
measurements at lower Ib has yet to be determined, but it may involve space
charge effects. Fig. 13 compares the experimental values of a versus Bk at Ib
= 5 A with the expected values from adiabatic theory. There is good
correlation between adiabatic theory and the experimental results at Bk <
2.25 kG for this low beam current. ($_1 (measured) is assumed to be (0.85)pL
(adiabatic)).
As Va is increased, the electric field between the cathode and the control
anode, which is mostly transverse to the external magnetic field, increases.
From eqn. (15), it is seen that an increase in this electric field results in an
increase in v1 . Therefore, an increase in Va is expected to result in an
increase in a.
Fig. 14 shows a versus Va for several values of I9 at VO = 80 kV and Ib =
30 A. The measured values of a do indeed increase with increasing Va-
Furthermore at higher settings of Ig' lower values of a are measured, as
expected. Fig. 15 again shows, this time at Ib = 10 A, that the measured
values of a decrease as Ig increases, and a increases as Va increases. A
comparison of Fig. 14 with Fig. 15 shows that at a given Ig and Va, a lower a
is measured at Ib= 30 A than at Ib= 10 A. The lower a at Ib= 30 A may be
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due to increased space charge forces. This uncertainty underscores the need
to use a computer code to determine the expected values of a. It is also
evident from Fig. 15 that as Va increases, there is an increase in the change in
the measured value of a for a given change in 1g. This observation is
consistant with the adiabatic equation
El B /2 (15k ~ k B -) , )
which shows that as the value of Ek increases (higher values of Va), there is
an increase in the change in v1 O (and therefore a) for a given change in Bk
(change in Ig).
While the transverse velocity of the electrons, v1, is induced by Va, Vo
mainly contributes to vj1. As VO is increased, vj1 is expected to increase. In
order to prevent a decrease in a = vj/vj as VO is increased, an increase in Va
would appear necessary. Fig. 16 indeed suggests that as VO is increased, a
larger Va is necessary in order to keep a = v/v 1 constant. Therefore an
increase in VO does appear to lead to an increase in v1, as expected. Fig. 17
shows the dependence of Pj_ upon VO. This dependence appears to be
minimal, as expected. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show that the measured values of a
and $_L increase as Va increases.
5.3 Design of Beam Tunnel Probe
A more compact design for the capacitive velocity probe is necessary in
order to allow for the simultaneous operation of the gyrotron with the probe
(the initial probe replaced the interaction cavity), and to create less
perturbation to the electron beam. As a prelude to this permanent probe, a
capacitive probe was constructed through the modification of a copper beam
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scraper within a section of the beam tunnel lying immediately before the
interaction cavity (hence 'beam tunnel probe'). This four inch section of
beam tunnel contains alternating beryllium oxide (BeO) rings and copper
(Cu) rings, each with an outer radius of 0.6" and with varying inner radii and
widths (Fig. 18). The Cu beam scrapers are grounded through their contact
with the beam tunnel wall. They provide a ground plane that is close to the
electron beam, thereby stabilizing the beam. The BeO beam scrapers serve
as microwave absorbers, thereby preventing rf interaction from occurring
prior to the interaction cavity. The B-field at the probe position is the same
strength as at the interaction cavity, so the value of vj1 measured by the probe
is the same value that would be measured within the cavity.
The outer radius of one of the Cu rings near the cavity is reduced by 0.5
cm and replaced by a ring of macor (Fig. 19). The Cu ring is no longer
grounded, so it floats at a voltage relative to the grounded beam tunnel wall.
The macor ring serves as a dielectric (x = 5.9), thereby reducing the
potential difference between the Cu ring and the beam tunnel wall and
reducing the chance of a short forming. A diagnostic wire is attached to the
copper ring through a small hole in the macor, while another diagnosic wire
is attached to the beam tunnel wall. These wires are brought out through
feedthroughs in a flange and the high voltage probe is used to measure the
potential difference VP.
In order to insure an accurate measure of vII, it is necessary to determine
the constant A in the expression
I(t)
v11(t) = A pt).(25)
This constant is more difficult to determine for the beam tunnel probe than
for the cavity probe (where A = 1/C) due to the non-cylindrical symmetry of
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the beam tunnel probe and due to a 1.7 MQ short which exists between the
Cu ring of the probe and ground. This short is due to the occasional
interception of the Cu rings by the beam, thereby leading to Cu deposition on
the BeO rings.
5.4 Experimental Results from Beam Tunnel Probe
An estimate for A was determined by placing a steel rod coaxial to the
beam scrapers and the capacitive probe. This rod is pulsed to different
voltages Vr relative to ground, and Vp is measured for each value of Vr - If
this rod and the ground plane are assumed to be symmetric and coaxial, Vr
may be written as
ek(t)
Vr(t)= - - ln(rg/rr) , (26)2neo
where r, is the radius of the rod and rg is the radius of the ground plane.
Since
Vp(t) = -AeX(t), (27)
A can be written as
V(t) ln(r,/rr)
Vr(t) 2n,(
In the expression
$ 1(t) = A' Ib(t) (29)
A' is simply A/c, where c is the speed of light.
From the calibration curve in Fig. 20, Vp(t)/Vr(t)= 0.0014. rg = 0.125" ,
while a value of r, =0.4" is assumed. Therefore A'= 0.098. Due to an
unstable voltage supply and the fact that the rod was not perfectly coaxial to
the capacitive probe, another estimate of A' was made. Measurements of Ib
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and VP were taken at operation parameters for which si is minimized, so that
J= . Therefore, combining eqn. (23) and eqn. (29),
A'=V,(t)
A'= Ib(t) 1 - (1/)) (30)
at such operation parameters. Using this method, A' 0.078 ± 0.01. This
value is the one that is used for A', as it gives very good correlation between
the resulting experimental values of a and the expected values of a provided
by EGUN. (The error of ± 0.01 was determined through comparison with
EGUN data).
The measured values of Vp range between 1 V and 14 V with an error of
±0.1 V. These values of Vp are lower than those measured by the cavity
probe because the ground plane now lies closer to the electron beam, thereby
shielding the probe from much of the beam and reducing VP. The macor
ring between the Cu ring of the probe and the beam tunnel wall is a dielectric,
thereby causing a further reduction in Vp. The error in the measurement of
Ib by the collector is ±0.5 A. The measured values of a range between 0.5
and 3.5, with standard errors between ±0.2 and ±0.5 . The error in the
determination of A' is the most significant contribution to the error in a.
Measurements of Vp were made at various gun coil currents Ig, control
anode voltages Va and beam currents Ib. B0 was set at values between 5.55
and 5.75 Tesla. The interaction cavity was in place, so measurements of
power output were recorded. Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show the measured values
of a versus Bk for several values of Ib at Vo = 79.65 kV and Va = 25.89 kV.
The trend is the same one as measured by the cavity probe, with the measured
values of a decreasing as Bk increases. As Ib increased, probe instability and
breakdown prevented higher a operation at lower values of Bk .
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Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show that when the standard errors are taken into
account, the measured values of cx are insensitive to Ib, even for values of Ib
as high as 50 A. Furthermore, Fig. 23 shows that a is constant for values of
Ib between 4 A and 20 A for Bk = 2.12 kG. While an insensitivity of a to Ib
was expected for values of Ib below 30 A (from prior experience), increased
space charge forces at higher values of Ib were expected to result in a
decrease in a. Since this probe data does not indicate the increasing effects of
space charge forces, it is necessary to use a gun code to determine the
approximate value of Ib at which a reduction of a is expected to begin.
Fig. 24 shows a versus Bk for difference values of Va. This figure
confirms several trends that were measured with the cavity probe. The
measured values of cc increase with increasing Va , while a decreases as Bk
increases. Also, as Va increases there is an increase in the change in the
measured value of a for a given change in Bk , thereby confirming the trend
in Fig. 15. In general, the beam tunnel probe measures lower (x at high Bk
and low Va than the cavity probe.
5.5 Design of Permanent Probe
Following the successful operation of the beam tunnel probe, a permanent
probe was designed for installation within the beam scraper region of the
beam tunnel. This design involves the replacement of one Cu and two BeO
beam scrapers just prior to the interaction cavity (Fig. 25). A copper ring
serves as the inner conductor, while a steel ring serves as the outer
conductor. The inner ring is made of Cu in order to provide conformity
with the Cu beam scrappers, while the outer ring is made of steel in order to
allow for easier machining of this ring. These two rings are separated by a
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0.02" thick cylindrical sheet of macor which reduces the potential difference
between the rings.
A diagnostic wire is attached to the copper ring through a hole in the steel
ring and the macor tube. This copper ring floats at a voltage relative to the
steel ring, which is grounded through a diagnostic wire that is soldered to its
outer surface. The wires are brought out of the system through feedthroughs
in a flange. Two macor rings with dimensions similar to those of the BeO
beam scrapers serve to support the probe within the beam tunnel.
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6. Comparison of Beam Tunnel Probe Data with EGUN Data
6.1 Computer Modeling of Electron Beam Flow within the 140
GHz Gyrotron
EGUN is used to calculate the trajectories and velocities of the electrons
within the M.I.T. 140 GHz gyrotron at various operation parameters. Since
EGUN computes the effects of space charge and self-magnetic fields, and
does not rely on often-violated adiabatic theory, it is used to provide the
expected values to which the measurements made with the capacitive velocity
probes are compared. While measurements from the probes have been
compared to expectations from adiabatic theory, data from EGUN provides
the most reliable comparison to theoretical expectations.
In order to model the cathode and anode regions of the gyrotron, a mesh
size of 0.01 inches/mesh unit was chosen. The cross-sectional area of the
problem measures 142 mesh units in the R (radial) direction by 1200 mesh
units in the Z (axial) direction (Fig. 26). The problem is cylindrically
symmetric.
A major task in specifying the starting conditions of the problem was the
determination of the magnetic field input. Attempts were made to use a
magnet design program to create a vector potential output that would be read
directly into EGUN. The failure of EGUN to properly interpret this vector
potential led to the specification of the external magnetic field through the
use of ideal coils. 5 ideal coils were used to model the magnetic field of the
gun coils that surround the cathode, while 10 ideal coils were used to model
the magnetic field of the superconducting magnet. The positions, radii and
3 1
strengths of the ideal coils were crucial in obtaining the correct magnetic
field profiles.
In order for the solutions to Poisson's equation to reach convergence
(thereby yielding self-consistant electron trajectories), it is necessary to
specify a number of iteration cycles that is not less than a certain minimum.
In most situations, convergence occurred on the eleventh iteration. The
specification of an adequately small iteration step length for ray tracing, in
mesh units / step, is important in order for the program to properly account
for space charge, calculate magnetic fields, etc., when a ray crosses a mesh
line. This number must be less than 1.0, but shortening the step means more
time will be required for a problem. A step size of 0.2 was used for all
EGUN runs. On the last iteration, the step size is automatically reduced by a
factor of two. Other starting conditions that were specified include the
position of the electron emitter strip, the maximum number of electron
trajectories that will be calculated and the beam current.
The output of EGUN includes the values of $1± and a = v_/v 1 for each
electron ray at points along each ray's trajectory. Adiabatic theory is valid
from the end of the electron trajectories in EGUN to the cavity. Therefore,
in order to calculate Po for each ray (where subscript o denotes value at the
cavity), eqn. (14) is used with the values Pik , Bk (where subscript k denotes
value at Z = 1200 mesh units) and Bo. $io for each ray is calculated from
eqn. (23), with $ = Po. <f30>, <$ilo> and <ao> for the entire beam may
then be calculated.
The beam voltage Vo in eqn. (22) must take account of the voltage
depression of the beam:
AV = 3bG (31)AV=
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where
(R. InOg (32)
R. is the radius of the cavity and R is the radius of the electron beam at the
cavity. AV represents kinetic energy of the beam that has been transformed
into potential energy and is therefore not available for conversion into rf
power. The calculation of AV for the gun code data is an iterative process.
Vo is initially set equal to the cathode voltage and P is calculated from eqn.
(23). AV is then calculated from eqn. (31) and Vo is reduced by AV. A new
value of P is then calculated from eqn. (23). This process is continued until
self-consistant values for Vo and P1 are reached (usually after two
iterations).
6.2 Probe and EGUN Data Comparison
Measurements of a from the beam tunnel probe have been compared to
the expected values of a provided by EGUN. EGUN was run at the
operation parameters corresponding to a measurements recorded in Figs.
21, 23, and 24. Fig. 27 shows the experimental and EGUN values of a
versus Bk for Ib = 10 A, 30 A and 50 A. The EGUN values of a fall within
the standard errors of the corresponding experimental values of a. The
experimental and EGUN values of a vs. Ib are shown in Fig. 28. As Ib
decreases, the EGUN values of a begin to fall slightly outside of the standard
errors for the experimental a values.
It is evident from the EGUN data in Figs. 27 and 28 that for values of Ib
between 5 A and 50 A, a is expected to gradually decrease as Ib increases.
This trend is most likely due to increasing space charge forces as Ib is
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increased. While there is good correlation between the probe data and the
EGUN data, the probe data indicates that within the standard errors, a is
generally insensitive to changes in Ib. The reasons for this discrepancy have
not yet been determined. Such reasons may include unexpected design
characteristics of the MUG, imperfect modeling of the MIG within EGUN,
and/or uncertainties inherent in the design, placement and performance of
the probe.
Fig. 29 shows the experimental and EGUN values of a versus Bk for Va=
24.05 kV and 27.72 kV. The EGUN values of a fall within the standard
errors of the experimental a values, except at values of Bk below 2.20 kG for
Va = 27.72 kV. The two experimental a measurements that were made at
these parameters are too large to be realistic, and therefore may be due to
partial beam mirroring and large velocity spread of the beam. EGUN does
not calculate a large velocity spread at these low values of Bk for Va = 27.72
kV. (In fact, EGUN calculates a smaller velocity spread (, I= 3.25%) at Bk
= 2.16 kG than at 2.26 kG (G, = 4.72%)). Therefore, it is possible that
EGUN is not programmed to account for factors that may cause such
anomalous velocity spreads and large values of a.
7. Future Experiments and Conclusion
7.1 Future Experiments
The permanent capacitive probe has been installed in the beam tunnel of
the 140 GHz gyrotron, and the gyrotron has been configured with a water
cooled, copper Bitter magnet, which will provide the external magnetic field.
Measurements of power output and a will be made at various operation
parameters and with external magnetic fields ranging from 5 to 14 Tesla. In
addition, a diamagnetic loop has been installed adjacent to the capacitive
probe and will be used to measure the average transverse velocity of the
electron beam, v. This measurement will allow for more accurate
calculations of a, the total velocity v of the electron beam and the voltage
depression AV of the beam.
As a continuation of the research presently being performed with the 140
GHz gyrotron, the design of a 280 GHz gyrotron is nearing completion. This
gyrotron will operate at its fundamental electron cyclotron frequency with a
80 kV, 50 A annular electron beam. The expected power output is in excess
of 1 MW. The MIG has been designed to produce 4 ps pulses at a repetition
rate of 1-4 pulses per second. A 12 Tesla superconducting magnet will be
used to support the cyclotron motion of the electrons in the beam.
Tentatively the MIG and the superconducting magnet will arrive at MIT to
begin experiments in May 1990. This research will hopefully result in the
production of a high power source in the 280 GHz frequency range. The
specifications of the 280 GHz gyrotron are listed in Table 2.
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7.2 Conclusion
The capacitive velocity probe has been developed into a very useful
passive beam diagnostic. It will provide researchers with a convenient way
to measure the average axial velocity vjj of electron beams in an ongoing
experiment, such as a gyrotron or a free electron laser. The measurements
of VP made by the cavity probe and the beam tunnel probe result in values of
v, and (x that are repeatable and consistent with trends from adiabatic theory.
There is good correlation, at low a, between the expected values of a
provided by EGUN and the experimental values of a measured by the beam
tunnel probe, with the expected values often falling within the standard
errors of the experimental values. There are deviations between the
measured and expected values of (x for x > 2. The operating frequency and
efficiency of a gyrotron are sensitive to the electron velocity components in
the beam; thus it is hoped that the accurate measurement of these components
by passive beam diagnostics will yield greater insight into the operation of
gyrotrons.
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TABLES
140 GHz
Current(A)
Voltage(kV)
?7T( )
Velocity ratio
Beam radius(cm)
Cavity radius(cm)
Cavity length(L/A)
Diffractive Q
Magnetic compression
Cavity current density(A/cm 2)
Beam thickness(rL)
Voltage depression(%)
Emitter radius(cm)
Mode
Mode separation(GHz)
35
80
36
1.93
0.53
0.75
6.0
450
.30
384
3.85
4.0
2.89
TE.,2,1
7.2
Taib11: Design paranters for the M.I.T. 140 GHz yrtron.
CAVITY PARAMETERS
v(GHz)
Mode
Io(A)
Vo(kV)
Bo(T)
a
Cavity radius(cm)
re(cm)
Ae (rio)
280
TE4 2 ,7 ,1
50.0
90.0
11.6
1.60
1.25
0.75
2.00
MIG PARAMETERS
Fm = Bo/Be
rc (cm)
Oc(degrees)
I,(cm)
d(cm)
I,, (kV )
Jc(A/cm 2 )
Jc/J1
Ec ( kVcm)
43.1
4.9
25
0.240
0.37
24.2
6.77
0.10
65
Tb 2: Design paraumters for the 280 GHz gyrotron.
